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What is OO?

I Closures

I Polymorphism

I Liskov substitution principle



Aspects

Group cross-cutting concerns.



Non-aspect Ruby

class Account

def transfer(second_account , amount)

if has_access_to ?( second_account)

transaction do

second_account.withdraw(amount)

deposit(amount)

end

else

raise 'Not allowed '

end

end

end



Problem

Account#transfer is responsible for checking access, running a

transaction, and transferring account amounts.



Sorta-aspect Ruby

class Account

def transfer(second_account , amount)

second_account.withdraw(amount)

deposit(amount)

end

before :transfer do |second_account , _|

unless has_access_to ?( second_account)

raise 'Not allowed '

end

end

around :transfer do

transaction { yield }

end

end



Problem

Account is responsible for checking access, running a transaction,

and transferring account amounts.



Aspect-oriented Ruby

class Account

def transfer(second_account , amount)

second_account.withdraw(amount)

deposit(amount)

end

end



Aspect-oriented Ruby

class AccountAccessor

def check_access(account , second_account , _)

unless account.has_access_to ?( second_account)

raise 'Not allowed '

end

end

end

class Transactions

def wrap_transaction(txnable , _, _)

txnable.transaction { yield }

end

end



Aspect-oriented Ruby

class ConnectAspects

before Account , :transfer ,

AccountAccessor , :check_access

around Account , :transfer ,

Transactions , :wrap_transaction

end



Aspect-oriented programming

I Pull cross-cutting behavior together

I Testable, individual pieces

I Small glue code

I facets
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I aspector
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Functional programming

Concentrate on adding behavior.



Non-functional programming

class Addition < Struct.new(: operands)

def evaluate

operands.map(&: evaluate ). inject (:+)

end

end

class Number < Struct.new(: fixnum)

alias_method :evaluate , :fixnum

end

Addition.new([

Addition.new([ Number.new(1), Number.new(2)]),

Number.new(6),

Number.new(7)

]). evaluate



Problem

As the number of classes grow it becomes harder to add new

behavior: #inspect, #simplify, #evaluate_and_show_work, . . .



Functional programming in Ruby

class Addition < Struct.new(: operands) ; end

class Number < Struct.new(: fixnum) ; end

def evaluate(expr)

case expr

when Addition

expr.operands.inject (0) do |sum , operand|

sum + evaluate(operand)

end

when Number

expr.fixnum

end

end
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I Filter and operate on structures of data

I Quickly add new behavior to a static set of data
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Structured programming

Use language keywords to de�ne the structure of your program.



Using polymorphism

class User < Struct.new(:first_name , :last_name)

def name

"#{ first_name} #{ last_name}"

end

end

class Admin < User

def name

"#{super} (admin)"

end

end

class Visitor < User

def name

"visitor"

end

end



Problem

That's a lot of code just to show the user's name.



Structured conditional

def user_name(user)

case user

when User

"#{user.first_name} #{user.last_name}"

when Admin

"#{user.first_name} #{user.last_name} (admin)"

when Visitor

"visitor"

end

end



Using natural algorithms

class EmptyList

def length(accumulated = 0)

accumulated

end

end

class LinkedList < Struct.new(:head , :tail)

def length(accumulated = 0)

tail.length(accumulated + 1)

end

end



Problem

Tail calls are not optimized.



Structured loops

class EmptyList

def length; 0; end

end

class LinkedList < Struct.new(:head , :tail)

def length

sum = 1

t = tail

while (t.is_a? LinkedList)

sum += 1

t = t.tail

end

sum

end

end
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Imperative programming

Tell the computer exactly what to do, step by step.



Normal Ruby

class Gigawatts < Struct.new(: gigawatt_collection)

def enough?

sum >= 121

end

private

def sum

gigawatt_collection.inject (:+)

end

end



Problem

This is important code that must be blazingly fast.



Imperative Ruby

class Gigawatts < Struct.new(: gigawatt_collection)

def enough? ; sum >= 121 ; end

def sum

i = 0

result = 0

length = gigawatt_collection.length

while (i < length)

result += gigawatt_collection[i]

i += 1

end

result

end

end



Integration test

Scenario: Show another example

Given I am another example

When I write myself out

And I demonstrate that I am imperative

Then the audience understands why this is clear
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Language-oriented programming

Make a domain-speci�c language to describe the problem in the

user's terms.



Routes

Thriller :: Application.routes.draw do

resources :dances do

resources :moonwalks

end

end



Gherkin

Scenario: Show another example

Given I am another example

When I write myself out

And I demonstrate that I am a DSL

Then the audience understands why this is clear



Rspec

describe User do

its(:name) { should eq 'John' }

end



Macros

(define-syntax when

(syntax-rules ()

((_ pred b1 ...)

(if pred (begin b1 ...)))))

(when (zero? a)

(display "a is zero")

(display "and that 's OK")
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Logic programming

Describe the problem and the computer can devise a solution.



Math in Ruby

# a^2 + b^2 == c^2

# 18 > a,b,c > 0

a = 3 # I guess?

b = 4 # Trial and error

c = sqrt(a*a + b*b)

p [a,b,c]



Problem

Lots of guesswork and computation on the part of the programmer

makes this brittle to changes.



Math in logic

a = choose 1..17

b = choose 1..17

c = choose 1..17

guard ((a * a) + (b * b) == (c * c))

p [a,b,c]
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I Useful for both end users and for quick calculations
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